
Vin� Vietnames� Cuisin� Men�
6551 Number 3 Road | Richmond Centre, Richmond, British Columbia V6Y 2B5, Canada

+16042732475,+16049266001 - http://vinarestaurant.com/

A comprehensive menu of Vina Vietnamese Cuisine from Richmond covering all 15 dishes and drinks can be
found here on the menu. For changing offers, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided

on the website. What User likes about Vina Vietnamese Cuisine:
This place is awesome! High quality food, lots of choices and really friendly service. We discovered Vina a

couple of years ago and come here every time we are in Vancouver. Their tofu tomato plate is amazing. Simply
amazing. This time I tried the salad roll and, again, wonderful and fresh and tasty. It's worth a try. read more. The

restaurant and its premises are wheelchair accessible and thus usable with a wheelchair or physiological
limitations. What User doesn't like about Vina Vietnamese Cuisine:

I eat at the Richmond Centre food court fairly frequently and this a place that offers something else outside of
fast food or the westernised Chinese food found in most food courts. The food is alright; I would recommend the
lemon grass chicken combination with spring roll which is one of their strong points. I had tried their beef stew
which a bit too fatty and oily for my liking. It offers good value for money and... read more. Fresh mint, fine

salad, sprouts and a few drops of lime combined with rice noodles and meat - all of this can be found not
only during your vacation in Vietnam on the menu, but also when visiting the nearby Vina Vietnamese Cuisine in

Richmond, there are also delicious vegetarian dishes on the menu. The preparation of the dishes is done
typically Asian, Besides, the creative blend of different meals with new and sometimes adventurous ingredients is

appreciated by the visitors - a beautiful case of Asian Fusion.
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Frie� Ric�
FRIED RICE

Energydrink�
WHITE

Sauce�
SAUCE

Appet�er_A
SPRING ROLL

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�

bein� serve�
SALAD

NOODLES

FISH

SOUP

SOPES

Ingredient� Use�
TOMATO

SHRIMP

TOFU

CHICKEN

BEEF

SHRIMP
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